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Is there a contract? If so, deal with contractual (including equitable) remedies. If the party wants relief from the contract itself, do 
any factors make the contract void or voidable? (section 1)? 

In addition, does tort law or statute provide some alternative or better remedy (sections 2, 3, 4 and 5)? 

If there is no contract, has a tort been committed (sections 3, 4 and 5) or does statute provide a remedy (section 2)? 

When and how is liability shared by multiple wrongdoers? (section 6) 

 

1. VICIATING FACTORS 

1.1 Undue influence 

 

1.1.1 Presumption 

(A) Established category 
Relationships by virtue of their type give rise to a presumption that influence has been 
exercised in respect of the transaction in question. 

(1) Including  
(a) solicitor and client (Westmelton v Archer and Shulman) 
(b) doctor and patient (Williams v Johnson) 
(c) religious advisor and disciple (Allcard1) 
(d) parent (or person in loco parentis) and child (Rogers2) 

                                                      
1 Allcard v Skinner (1887) 36 Ch D 145 

Facts: Allcard became an associate of the sisterhood and bound herself to observe the rules of the sisterhood drawn up by 
Nihill. The rules required members to give up all their property, to regard the voice of their superior as the voice of god, and 
not to seek advice of any extern without the superior's leave. 
Held: Of all influences, religious influence is the most dangerous and the most powerful, and to counteract it courts of equity 
have gone very far. P unsuccessful in this case because of affirmation by delay.  

2 Bank of NSW v Rogers (1941) 65 CLR 42 
Facts: Mrs Rogers lived with her uncle Gardiner as a member of his family, and was attached and grateful to him. In matters 
of business she relied upon and followed her uncle's advice without question. Gardiner’s business was in difficulty. Rogers 
charged all her property to secure his loans.  
Held: established category as Gardiner stood in loco parentis towards Rogers. The bank knew they shared the same address, 
and had reason to believe that some special relationship did exist and might by reasonable inquiries have ascertained what 
that relationship was. It was for the bank to establish that the security given to it by the respondent was free from any undue 
influence and was the voluntary and well-understood act of her mind. The bank failed to do so. 
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(C) Negligent misrepresentation 
There is, in addition to rescission, the prospect of damages in tort of negligence (see 6.2 and 
6.3) 
B must owe, and breach, a duty to take reasonable care as to the accuracy of information 
provided 
Can apply to pre-contractual statement (see Esso Petroleum v Mardon) 

3.9 Misleading or deceptive conduct  

3.9.1 ACL s 18(1) 

18 Misleading or deceptive conduct 
(1)  A person must not, in trade or commerce, engage in conduct that is misleading or deceptive or is likely to 
mislead or deceive. 

Replaces similarly worded s 52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) – note many of the authorities 
we consider were decided under the old regime – note significance of s 18 as a ‘jurisdictional hook’ 
(to get in federal jurisdiction) 
Despite ‘consumer protection’ context, s 18 is not limited to consumer, and can be invoked by one 
business against another 

(A) In trade or commerce 

"trade or commerce " means: 

(a)  trade or commerce within Australia; or 

(b)  trade or commerce between Australia and places outside Australia; 

and includes any business or professional activity (whether or not carried on for profit). 

No affirmative definition.  
(1) Excludes private sales, even when publicly advertised 

O’Brien v Smolonogov 
Facts: appellants acquired 5 adjoining portions of land. The land was conditional 
leasehold. After acquiring the land, appellants decided to build on one portion and for the 
purposes of financing the building, to sell other parts of their holding. They advertised 
portions in Sunday Telegraph. 

Respondents saw the advertisement and spoke to the appellants over the phone. The 
appellant made false and misleading statement.  
Held: (Fox, Sheppard and Beaumont JJ) this is a private sale of land. The land itself was 
not used for any business activity: it was not used for farming or gazing. A business context 
was not created by resort to the press for advertisement or to the telephone for 
negotiations. The mere use of facilities commonly employed in commercial transactions 
cannot transform a dealing which lacks any business character into something done in 
trade or commerce. 
If the vendor engages a real estate agent, the agent’s conduct may occur in trade or 
commerce. The advertiser’s conduct may occur in trade or commerce. 

Extends to any private arrangements.  
(2) Includes commercial dealings by businesses, but not necessarily their internal affairs 

Concrete Constructions (NSW) Pty Ltd v Nelson 
Facts: Workman received incorrect information from a foreman as to the safety of grates 
on air-conditioning shaft.  
Held: (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Gaudron JJ) the conduct of the foreman was not in 
trade or commerce. 
There is a distinction between conduct that is of the essence of a corporation’s trade or 
commerce and conduct that is merely incidental to it. In this case the conduct was an 
internal communication by one employee to another in the course of their ordinary activities 
in the construction of a building. The conduct was not itself an aspect or element of 
activities or transactions which of their nature bore a trading or commercial business. The 


